One of the major methodological challenges in single particle electron microscopy is obtaining initial reconstructions which represent the structural heterogeneity of the dataset. Random Conical Tilt and Orthogonal Tilt Reconstruction techniques in combination with 3D alignment and classification can be used to obtain initial low-resolution reconstructions which represent the full range of structural heterogeneity of the dataset. In order to achieve statistical significance, however, a large number of 3D reconstructions, and, in turn, a large number of tilted image pairs are required. The extraction of single particle tilted image pairs from micrographs can be tedious and time-consuming, as it requires intensive user input even for semi-automated approaches. To overcome the bottleneck of manual selection of a large number of tilt pairs, we developed an algorithm for the correlation of single particle images from tilted image pairs in a fully automated and user-independent manner. The algorithm reliably correlates correct pairs even from noisy micrographs. We further demonstrate the applicability of the algorithm by using it to obtain initial references both from negative stain and unstained cryo datasets.
Introduction
Recent consensus in the field of Single-Particle Electron Microscopy highlights the necessity to consider the structural heterogeneity of the examined biomacromolecules in the analysis. Structural heterogeneity, which can be constituted by conformational rearrangements or compositional impurities, impairs high resolution Cryo-EM reconstructions. Additionally, structural heterogeneity is in most cases innately linked to the function of a biomacromolecular complex. Approaches which are based on alignment and classification of Random Conical Tilt (RCT) (Radermacher et al., 1987) or Orthogonal Tilt Reconstruction (OTR) (Leschziner and Nogales, 2006) 3Ds have been recently proposed. With these approaches, it is possible to create a set of initial models for cryo-EM which are bias-free and represent the structural heterogeneity of the dataset (Sander et al., 2010) . In comparison to techniques which use subsamples of the dataset (Penczek et al., 2006) , these approaches can be used for all datasets, even if there is no previous structural information available and the structural heterogeneity comprises large parts of the complex. A routine application of these approaches, however, is still impractical because of the necessity of a large number of initial RCT or OTR 3D reconstructions for which, in turn, requires a large number of single particle images which are recorded at two different angles (tilt pairs). Semi-automated approaches for single particle tilt pair extraction exist (Sorzano et al., 2004; Voss et al., 2009 ), but require detailed user input for every micrograph pair, where an initial set of seed pairs has to be manually selected, or where the geometric relation between zero-tilt and tilted specimen micrograph has to be determined. Due to the low SNR, so far, the selection of tilt pairs recorded under cryo conditions generally has to be done manually. Being a strenuous and time-consuming process, the interactive selection of tilt pairs severely limits the routine applicability of RCT/OTR based approaches (Sander et al., 2010; Scheres et al., 2009) . To overcome this bottleneck, we developed a software, termed 'MaverickTilt', that determines tilt pairs from independent particle coordinates from images which have been recorded during RCT/OTR analysis. The algorithm is fully automated and does not require user input, and is highly robust against correlation errors and noise. Our algorithm delivers reliable results for RCT datasets recorded both under negative stain and unstained cryo conditions.
Material and methods
In RCT or OTR, the same specimen area is recorded twice, with the specimen being tilted in the second image with respect to the first around an experimentally defined angle (usually ranging between 45°and 70°). Typically, the transformation of a point X ut with the coordinates x ut and y ut from the original tilt state of the specimen to the point X t with the coordinates x t and y t can be described by an affine transformation. The underlying affine transformation combines rotations around the three axes of the threedimensional coordinate system around the angles h x , h y and h z with a translation t and can thus be denoted as 
In (1), the three-dimensional affine transformation of a twodimensional plane is described. Since the electron microscopy grid has a certain topology, the two-dimensional case described in (1) does not give an accurate description of the practical problem. Yet, the affine transformation of coordinates of particles on an EM grid can be approximated by (1) in the case of points which are close to each other since here, the topology of the EM grid occurs only in a very small dimension, thus, the problem can be approximated as being two-dimensional.
Any algorithm seeking to correlate particle positions on an untilted versus a tilted micrograph faces a set of challenges. First, due to instability of the cryo-EM specimen holders and the underlying tilt geometry, the illuminated areas in the untilted versus the tilted specimen are not identical; instead, they are overlapping only in certain areas which are unknown. Second, automated particle detection algorithms (for example Chen and Grigorieff, 2007; Ludtke et al., 1999; Woolford et al., 2007) will potentially select different particles on untilted and tilted specimen areas. These differences in results of automated particle selection are even greater when specimens were recorded under cryo conditions. Furthermore, the centers of the selected particles in both micrographs suffer on a jitter effect caused by the particle picking software as well as due to the differential ice thickness and grid topology. Moreover, the axes of tilt which determine the underlying affine transformation in (1) are not known. For a fully automated determination of correlating particles in the untilted versus tilted micrograph, it thus becomes necessary to compare all points in both untilted and tilted micrograph as potential tilt pairs. In order to achieve comparability of particle coordinates, every particle center coordinate (referred to hereafter as point) is regarded within its environment of closely surrounding points. Since a set of close particle center coordinates on an EM micrograph can be approximated to be in a plane, within a set of four close points, every point P can be represented by
Here, a, b and c are called homogenous barycentric coordinates, and P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 denote particle center coordinates close to and in the same plane as P. Homogeneous barycentric coordinates (HBCs) are affine invariant, meaning that they are conserved under any combination of affine transformations. Thus, HBCs can be used for an affine invariant representation of particle coordinates on an EM grid that are close to each other.
Identification of an initial corresponding set of tilt pairs
For the identification of an initial set of corresponding tilt pairs, every particle center coordinate in both untilted and tilted micrograph is represented by the HBCs which are calculated by a combination of surrounding particles. As a standard, MaverickTilt calculates the HBCs from all possible combinations (disregarding sequence) of three out of the seven closest particle coordinates and the respective particle coordinates. Thus, the algorithm always compares sets of four points, P and surrounding points P 1, P 2 and P 3
For each possible set of combinations, HBCs a, b and c are calculated according to (2). Subsequently, a, b and c and the corresponding points P 1, P 2 and P 3 are reordered by sorting according to numerical order of the HBCs (smallest to largest). Depending on the number of particle center coordinates used as input, the number of combinations can be very high, so the transposed coordinate sets are prescreened in order to reduce the complexity for further processing. From each set of HBCs from untilted particle center coordinates, the barycentric error error bary with respect to each set of HBCs from all tilted particle center coordinates is calculated:
where a ut , b ut and c ut denote the HBCs of the untilted particle coordinate and a t , b t and c t denote HBCs of the tilted particle coordinates, respectively. For each untilted coordinate set P ut consisting of P, P 1 , P 2 and P 3 according to (2) only up to twenty coordinate sets P t of tilted particles with the lowest error bary are stored for further processing. From this coordinate set combination, the underlying affine transformation is estimated by the simplified form
The real-number parameters A and t from (5) are determined by a least-square fitting algorithm and applied to each P ut and up to 70 surrounding coordinates to construct the coordinate set U which is then compared to all coordinates in the tilted micrograph V. The coordinate sets U,V are compared by the enhanced Hausdorff distance H EH (Gope and Kehtarnavaz, 2007) 
In (7), w is equivalent to the number of cases in which more than one point in U has the smallest Euclidian distance to a distinct point in V according to (8), and m is the number of points in U. By calculating the enhanced Hausdorff distance between the two affine invariant point sets, the correspondence information (which point in the untilted point set is most likely to correspond to another point in the tilted point set) can be obtained. The corresponding set of four points P ut and P t for which (5) resulted in transposing parameters for which the smallest enhanced Hausdorff distance was calculated is accepted as the initial set of tilt pairs.
Iterative identification of tilt pairs
After an initial corresponding set of four tilt pairs is identified, these tilt pairs are used to iteratively extend the number of identified tilt pairs over the whole dataset. In the first step of each iteration, the particle coordinates of any particle to which no tilt mate is known and which are closest to any particle coordinate of a par-ticle to which a tilt mate is known are calculated. From the closest four known tilt pairs, the coordinates are used to estimate the underlying parameters of the affine transformation according to (5). These parameters are then used to predict the position of the particle in the tilted micrograph. Additionally, the closest three coordinates of any known tilt pairs in the untilted and tilted image are used to calculate the HBCs of the same particle coordinates in the untilted image. The HBCs are then used to calculate the position of the particle in the tilted micrograph from the coordinates of the tilt pairs of the closest three coordinates in the untilted micrograph. From the two independently predicted coordinates, the closest actual coordinates in the tilted micrograph are calculated, and if both prediction methods predict the same point, the error of prediction is calculated, otherwise, the prediction is discarded. If the distance between the closest coordinate to the predicted coordinate is minimally twice as small as the distance to the second closest coordinate and if the barycentric error of the newly predicted tilt mates according to (4) is smaller than 0.1, the new match is accepted. Here, the cutoff of 0.1 was chosen and has worked well in a number of positive tests. This process is iterated throughout the whole dataset until no new tilt pairs can be identified.
The algorithm was implemented in the 'MaverickTilt software' using Python 2.6 and NumPy (Oliphant, 2007) .
Tests on simulated data
To assess the accuracy and effectiveness of the software as well as to estimate the susceptibility of the approach to noise, the software was tested against simulated data. For the simulation of RCT/ OTR particle center coordinate data, a defined number of coordinates was randomly distributed on a two-dimensional grid of defined maximal dimensions in order to represent particle distributions on the untilted micrograph. To account for the tilting of the specimen in the electron microscope, an affine transformation as described in (1) was applied to the coordinates representing the untilted micrograph. In practice, automated or semi-automated selection of particle center coordinates from micrographs will lead to errors in selecting the accurate particle center. Additionally, three-dimensional grid topology will lead to a deviation of the particle center coordinates from a simulated two-dimensional plane transform. This combined effect will be referred to as 'de-centering noise'. For the simulation of de-centering noise, all particles in the dataset were shifted in random x-and y-directions by a predefined maximal de-centering noise value. When automatically selecting particles from the same specimen area in the untilted and the tilted micrograph, there will always be a fraction of selected particles in one micrograph which is not present on the other micrograph. This is due to the fact that the automated particle selection software potentially selects a different set of particles and contaminants (i.e. ice, ethane, etc.) on each of the two corresponding micrographs. Additionally, the illuminated areas are partially non-overlapping because of the tilt geometry and shifts of the sample stage in the electron microscope during tilting. This contributing factor is referred to as 'coordinate noise'. Coordinate noise was simulated by adding non-correlating random coordinates to each untilted and tilted coordinate dataset.
Tests on experimental data
To test the applicability of the software on experimental data, tilt pairs of negatively stained V-type ATPase of Thermus thermophilus and unstained cryo tilt pairs of the Escherichia coli 70S ribosome were recorded. V-type ATPase was purified as previously described (Toei et al., 2007) and submitted to the GraFix protocol (Kastner et al., 2008) . GraFix-treated particles were stained with 2% uranyl acetate and low dose images were recorded on a 4 k Â 4 k CCD camera in a Philips CM200 FEG using an acceleration voltage of 160 kV at 121,000-fold magnification. Micrographs were recorded at an electron dose of 10-15 e À /Å 2 , the specimen holder was tilted around À45°and the second image was taken at an electron dose of 10-15 e À /Å 2 . From micrographs of both zero-tilt and tilted specimens, particles were selected using the SIGNATURE software (Chen and Grigorieff, 2007) . Particle coordinates obtained from SIGNATURE were correlated using the MaverickTilt Software and around 42000 Tilt pairs were obtained from 27 micrographs. Following standard procedures (Sander et al., 2010) , 650 RCT 3Ds were reconstructed from the dataset, using around 70 particles per reconstruction. Iterative 3D alignment and weighted averaging was done subsequently (Sander et al., 2010) . After 3D alignment, 3D MSA and classification was applied to calculate 3D averages representing structural heterogeneity in the dataset. Unstained cryo grids of ribosomes were recorded on an 4 k Â 4 k CCD camera in a FEI Titan Krios using an acceleration voltage of 300 kV at 75,000-fold magnification. The specimen holder was tilted around À45°, and images were recorded at an electron dose of 10-20 e À / Å 2 . Subsequently, the holder was reset to 0°and the previously recorded specimen areas were recorded at the same electron dose. From both zero-tilt and tilted micrographs, particles were selected using the boxer software from EMAN 1.9 (Ludtke et al., 1999) . Using the MaverickTilt software, 20,915 Tilt pairs were obtained from 100 micrographs, from which 350 RCT 3D volumes were reconstructed as previously described (Sander et al., 2010) , again using around 70 particles per reconstruction. 3D alignment, weighted averaging and classification was done like for the V-type ATPase (Sander et al., 2010) . For image processing, the IMAGIG-5 software package was used (van Heel et al., 1996) .
Results and discussion

Simulated data
For tests with simulated data, 500 random coordinates were plotted within a range of 0-5,000 pixels. To simulate tilting of the specimen, the coordinates were rotated for 45°around the yaxis and random shift of maximally 500 pixels in x-and y-direction was applied. When testing the 'MaverickTilt' software on simulated data, the effects of de-centering noise and coordinate noise were first tested separately (Fig. 1A and B) . De-centering noise was added as a random x-and y-shift of maximally ±60 pixels in increments of 5 pixels (Fig. 1B) . For each parameter set, 10 independent datasets were analyzed following the methodology and terminology proposed earlier (Langlois and Frank, 2011) . Here, we focus on three parameters: precision of the correlations which is defined as the number of true positives divided by the number of predicted positives (Langlois and Frank, 2011) , the recall of the correlations which defines the fraction of true positives over all positives present in the dataset (Langlois and Frank, 2011) and the selection rate which is defined as the fraction of all correlations (true and false positives) over the number of elements present in the dataset. The result of the independent analysis of de-centering noise and coordinate noise is shown in Fig. 1A and B. For coordinate noise, the algorithm is relatively robust, with a precision above 0.86 even when 100% noise coordinates are added, i.e. 50% of the dataset being entirely uncorrelated. In this case, only around every tenth particle is assigned incorrectly. De-centering noise is introduced mostly by incorrect determination of the particle centers during automated particle selection. Here, the precision drops below 0.95 rapidly after shifts of up to 20 pixels, which would usually correspond to the radius of the molecules in micrographs. Notably, in both cases, recall and selection rates drop even more rapidly than precision. To assess the combined effects of de-centering noise and noise coordinates, the above mentioned parameters were combined to a maximum 50% noise coordinates and 40 pixels maximum shift in x-and y-direction (see Fig. 1C ). For each parameter set, five independent datasets were analyzed. When plotting the selection rate of the MaverickTilt software (Fig. 1D) , it can be seen that for every parameter set for which the percentage of correctly correlated particles is below 90%, the selection rate drops below 40%. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the percentage of retrieved coordinates (vertical bars in Fig. 1D ) becomes negligible if the percentage of correctly correlated coordinates is lower than 15%. Thus, a low number of retrieved coordinates serves as a reliable measure for incorrect correlation of a dataset.
Experimental data
The Maverick Tilt software was tested on a dataset of negatively stained V-type ATPase from Thermus thermophilus and a dataset from an unstained cryo-preparation of the E. coli 70S ribosome. For both datasets, automated procedures for particle selections were used (Chen and Grigorieff, 2007; Ludtke et al., 1999) . Taken together, the user input for the selection of tilt pairs required less than 30 min in both cases. In order to validate the correctness of the tilt pair prediction, around 70 particles were used for the reconstruction of a single RCT 3D volume. With this relatively high number of input projections, the SNR in the single reconstructions is high enough to allow for a visual inspection of 3Ds at this early stage ( Fig. 2C and E) . Additionally, using fewer 3Ds for 3D alignment and classification leads to a speed-up in the alignment process without having noticeable impact on the final consensus model (Sander et al., 2010 ). An overview of the results of the analyses of both datasets is given in Fig. 2 . For the V-type ATPase, there were a total of 45 micrograph pairs with 10,000-12,000 square pixels, containing 1000-3000 particle coordinates per micrograph. As a result, coordinates from 42,000 particles were retrieved, most of which were separated from other particles instead of being located in local aggregates (see Fig. 2A ). 650 RCT 3Ds could be reconstructed from the retrieved tilt pairs, which clearly showed features of V-Type ATPases (Fig. 2C) . In these reconstructions, the difference between cytosolic V 1 and membrane-bound V o domains can be clearly discerned. When calculating the consensus structure after 40 rounds of 3D alignment (Sander et al., 2010) , the cytosolic V 1 and membrane-bound V o domains are still discernible (Fig. 2F) . The central and peripheral stalk connections of the molecule are absent, indicating structural heterogeneity of these domains. These features, however, reappear in different conformations when applying 3D MSA and classification to all aligned 3D volumes (Fig. 2I) . Additionally, a differential positioning of the upper cytosolic V 1 domain versus the lower membrane domain V o can be observed. For the E. coli 70S ribosome, 20,915 tilt pairs were correlated from 100 micrograph pairs with 4096 square pixels, containing 200-500 particle coordinates per micrograph. From the correlated tilt pairs, a total of 350 RCT reconstructions were calculated. Example RCT volumes are shown in Fig. 2E . The consensus structure after 3D alignment is shown in Fig. 2G . Here, the structure of the E. coli 70S ribosome is reconstructed with variable domains like the L1 and L7/L12 stalk and the toe being present, reproducing the reconstruction presented earlier by Sander et al. (2010) . The crystal structure of the E. coli 70S can be docked into the reconstructed density in order to validate the accuracy of the reconstruction (Fig. 2H, PDB ID 3R8N and 3R8S ). Example 3D class averages for the aligned RCT 3D reconstructions show both 70S and 50S ribosomes (Fig. 2J) , demonstrating the successful disentanglement of compositional heterogeneity of the dataset. Without discussing the structural findings of these reconstructions in further detail, we demonstrate the applicability of the MaverickTilt software on both negatively stained and unstained cryo RCT datasets.
Comparison with manual annotation of tilt pairs
To demonstrate the usability of the MaverickTilt software, we made a comparison of a manually annotated tilt pair data set and a tilt pair data set correlated automatedally. Tilt pairs of an unstained cryo dataset were manually selected and centered. For the automated correlation, particles were selected from micrographs using EMAN's boxer software (Ludtke et al., 1999) , and subsequently correlated with MaverickTilt. Results were compared by calculating the Euclidian distance between coordinates acquired with both methods, and particles were evaluated to be identical if the distance of their center coordinates were less than half the particle's radius. Over 20 micrographs, the MaverickTilt algorithm found on average 80% of the total number of tilt pairs manually identified, of which 96% were identical to the manually selected tilt pairs on average. Two percent of the compared coordinates did not have the same tilt mates, an error which might have arisen either from incorrect manual indexing or the automated particle selection of the center of two aggregated particles as a single particle. In any case, an error of 2% in the tilt pair correlation will not be noticeable in the RCT/OTR analysis of large datasets and may be within the standard error of correlation during manual assignment of tilt pairs.
The applicability of the MaverickTilt software as well as the amount of user input required depends largely on the previous step of semi-automated or automated particle selection. We have demonstrated the use of two different software packages here. There are, however, many more software packages available. MaverickTilt delivers usable results even with an average de-centering noise of 20 pixels (see Fig. 1 ). For most automated or semiautomated particle selection setups with particle diameters of up to 200 Å and pixel sizes around 5 Å/pixel, this would mean that the determined particle coordinate is one particle radius away from the actual particle center. Thus, the MaverickTilt software handled even suboptimal results from previous automated or semi-automated particle selection routines. Setting up the MaverickTilt software takes less than a minute once the coordinates are available, so the amount of user input required solely depends on the input and interaction required by the previous particle picking step.
The computational effort of automated tilt pair correlation increases exponentially with the number of input coordinates. Thus, the automated correlation of very large micrographs (>2000 particles per zero-tilt/tilted micrograph) can become time-consuming (up to 3 days for the correlation of two micrographs with 5000 particle coordinates each) even compared with manual correlation, where the time expense grows linearly with the number of particles. The required user input, however, remains the same, and parallelization can help to overcome the bottleneck of an extended calculation time. In its current implementation, the MaverickTilt software makes use of multiprocessor environments. Although further parallelization is possible, it was not necessary for the datasets tested.
Since the algorithm will always come up with a minimal set of 4 particle pairs even in case of uncorrelated input, the automated identification of false positives is crucial for the applicability of the algorithm. When recording a RCT or OTR dataset, typically, a larger set of zero-tilt and tilted micrographs are recorded. For the recording of the entire dataset, usually, the tilt angle of the specimen holder as well as the image rotation angle of the microscope remains the same. Once these requirements are met, they can be exploited for an additional detection and correction of falsely correlated tilt pairs. As a first step of the angular refinement of correlated tilt pairs, the transformation between the zero-tilt particle coordinates and the coordinates from the tilted micrographs are determined following the methodology proposed by Voss et al. (2009) . In this approach, the specimen tilt angle and the untilted and tilted image rotation angles are determined via a least squares refinement of the actual and predicted particle coordinates (Voss et al., 2009) . From all correlations of all micrographs, a set of weighted consensus angles is calculated as a weighted average of all angles, where each singular angle is weighted by the calculated RMSD and the number of particles which were correlated for the respective micrograph pair. Correlation sets from micrographs where either tilt angle is more than one standard deviation away from the set of weighted consensus angles is deleted, allowing for the automated elimination of false positives.
Conclusions
We present an approach to correlate coordinates from zero-tilt and tilted micrographs, where coordinates from both micrographs can be determined independently and then be correlated without any further user input. This approach overcomes the bottleneck of time-consuming interactive correlation of tilt pairs for RCT and OTR. Together with the automated protocols for the acquisition of tilt pairs (Yoshioka et al., 2007) and particle selection (Chen and Grigorieff, 2007; Ludtke et al., 1999; Woolford et al., 2007) , the MaverickTilt software enables the routine application of RCT or OTR analysis to large single-particle EM datasets. The MaverickTilt software reliably automates the initial process of tilt pair correlation for RCT-based approaches which allow the determination of biasfree initial references to represent the structural heterogeneity in the dataset (Sander et al., 2010; Scheres et al., 2009) . With the removal of this initial burden and bottleneck, RCT-based approaches become applicable for an extended variety of macromolecular complexes, resulting in more reliable initial models which allow the ab initio analysis of structural heterogeneity of a single-particle EM dataset.
The MaverickTilt software has been implemented in Python 2.6 and requires NumPy, allowing a cross-platform usage and integration into existing frameworks. In its current implementation, the software handles coordinates from EMAN 1.9 (Ludtke et al., 1999) , IMAGIC-5 (van Heel et al., 1996) and SPIDER (Frank et al., 1996) . The software has a self-explanatory command-line interface in which the input files and input format of the coordinate files have to be specified. The software allows for optional scaling and axis swapping of the output files. The software is available from F.H. and H.S. upon request.
